Bootstrap - Bug #5020
move firewall optimization and state tracking descriptions back to tips
08/26/2015 01:22 AM - Chris Buechler
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Description
two areas with the same kind of issue.
1) system_advanced_firewall.php, "Firewall Optimization Options". The options in the drop down were just "normal", "aggressive",
etc. with the accompanying descriptions below the drop down. Should go back that way, the drop down ends up way too wide
otherwise, and the description of a config option shouldn't be in its config selection.
2) firewall_rules_edit.php, "State type". Should go back to "keep state", "no state", "sloppy state", "synproxy state" with the remaining
text below
Associated revisions
Revision 77134809 - 08/26/2015 05:58 PM - Steve Beaver
Fixed #5020

History
#1 - 08/26/2015 05:05 PM - Steve Beaver
- Status changed from Confirmed to Feedback
- Assignee changed from Steve Beaver to Chris Buechler

Selectors simplified in favor of dynamic help text on both pages.

#2 - 08/26/2015 06:20 PM - Steve Beaver
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset pfsense:77134809c3e9c33132ec832927cdbfb73d4ac1da.

#3 - 09/01/2015 12:09 AM - Chris Buechler
- Status changed from Feedback to Confirmed
- Assignee changed from Chris Buechler to Steve Beaver

the firewall_rules_edit.php part is good.
The system_advanced_firewall.php part doesn't seem to ever show the tips the way firewall_rules_edit.php does.

#4 - 09/01/2015 12:25 PM - Steve Beaver
Would be helpful to have one ticket per page when possible. Can we resolve this one and make a new ticket for system_advanced_firewall.php ?

#5 - 09/01/2015 12:25 PM - Steve Beaver
- Status changed from Confirmed to Feedback
- Assignee changed from Steve Beaver to Chris Buechler

#6 - 09/04/2015 01:55 AM - Chris Buechler
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- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved
remainder of issue here moved to #5104
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